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It’s All About Biodiversity 
Stewardship

Introducing Proclaimed Nature Reserves!

Clairmont Mountain Nature Reserve (CMNR) 
is Sappi’s first proclaimed Nature Reserve. 

But what is a proclaimed Nature Reserve?

Proclaimed Nature Reserves are part of 
South Africa’s Biodiversity Stewardship 
Scheme run by the South African National 
Biodiversity Institute (SANBI).

They are implemented on sites that have 
been identified as important for biodiversity 
and ecosystem services and the scheme 
has proved to be a highly cost effective 
mechanism for expanding protected areas.

All Stewardship Schemes are based on 
partnerships, between landowners, 
provincial conservation authorities and 
NGOs, which are developed to secure 
biodiversity. Agreements that recognise the 
landowner as the custodian of biodiversity 
on their land and offers help and financial 
incentives to landowners willing to enter 
into a stewardship agreement that will 
ensure the land is managed and protected in 
a way that will conserve its biodiversity. 

The land remains the property of the 
landowner, but becomes a formally 
recognised stewardship area.

David Everard - Sappi 

Divisional Environmental Manager



Protected Area vs Conservation Area

Biodiversity Stewardship Schemes in a Nutshell!

Protected areas are defined as geographic areas that are formally protected 
by the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act (Act 
57 of 2003). They are managed mainly for biodiversity conservation and 
contribute to the protected area estate.

Conservation areas are areas that are not formally protected by the 
Protected Area Act but are never the less managed at least partly for 
biodiversity conservation. They contribute to the broader conservation 
estate. 

There are five levels of stewardship agreement, ranging from non-binding to 
long-term, formally declared protected areas. 
Each successive level of agreement provides more protection for biodiversity 
and involves more land-use restrictions. 

For the two highest levels of biodiversity stewardship, NATuRE RESERvES 
and PROTECTED ENvIRONMENTS, the National Environmental 
Management: Protected Areas Act (Act 57 of 2003)  provides the legal 
framework and they are established by formal declaration by the national 
Minister or provincial Member of the Executive Council. This gives them 
the same legal standing as state-owned and managed protected areas and 
means they contribute to South Africa’s protected area estate.
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Nature 
Reserve

Protected 
Environment
Biodiversity
Management
Agreement

Biodiversity
Agreement

Biodiversity
Partnership Areas

Protected 
Areas Act 57 

of 2003

Biodiversity Act
10 of 2004

Contract
Law

Informal 
Agreement

30 - 99 years
or in perpetuity

Minimum of 
30 years

5 - 10 Years

5 - 10 Years

Protected area
declaration and title

deed restriction
Protected area

declaration and title
deed note

Not binding

Not binding

Not binding

Contract 
agreement

Contract 
agreement
Agreement

governed by the 
Biodiversity Act

Contract 
agreement

Not binding

Table taken from SANBI’s Biodiversity Stewardship: Partnerships for Securing Biodiversity document



Why Clairmont 
Mountain?

4 Great Reasons:
CMNR contains a variety of habitats with high conservational values,  
including vulnerable grasslands, indigenous forests and important 
wetlands. 

CMNR is home to several critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable 
and Red Data List species.

As a proclaimed Nature Reserve, Clairmont Mountain will form a 
conservation corridor joining two existing Nature Reserves.

It will protect several key ecosystem services.

1.

2.

3.

4.



The 940 hectare CMNR contains a number of habitats with high conservation 
value. 

ThESE INCLuDE:

811 hectares of GRASSLANDS: Classified as vulnerable, this is an important 
ecosystem to conserve for future generations as very few areas of protected 
pristine grasslands are left.

129.6 hectares of INDIGENOuS FORESTS: South Africa is not a forest rich 
country, so protecting what little indigenous forest we have is vital. The 
numerous ravines that run down Clairmont Mountain provide pockets of 
almost undisturbed indigenous forest, which are home to a number of 
threatened tree species.

3.6 hectares of wETLAND: Clairmont Mountain is a crucial headwater 
catchment area. with two major tributary systems starting in the mountain 
and feeding one of KwaZulu-Natal’s largest rivers the uMkomazi.

1) Conserving Important Ecosystems:



Due to the diversity of habitats, Clairmont Mountain is also rich in 
biodiversity and home to a number of Critically Endangered, Endangered, 
vulnerable and Red Data List Species. It also is home to species of cultural 
importance, including a host of medicinal plants.

2) Protecting Species

ThESE INCLuDE:

The Critically Endangered: Cape Parrot and 
wattle Crane

The Endangered: Oribi, Bearded vulture, 
Black Stinkwood and numerous Orchid 
species.

The vulnerable: Denhams Bustard and Red 
Stinkwood.



3) Formation of a Conservation Corridor
Situated between the Marwaqa State Forest and Ingelabantwan Forest 
Reserve, both PROCLAIMED NATuRE RESERvES. The CMNR provides an 
important conservation corridor linking both sites and forming one large 
expanse of proclaimed Nature Reserve. 

4) Protecting vital Ecological Systems

water is an incredibly valuable resource, especially in a water scarce 
country like South Africa. Ensuring vital water catchments, like headwater 
catchments, are protected is high on any conservation agenda. 
CMNR is an important headwater catchment area for the uMkomazi River 
and is therefore of great conservation value when it comes to the Ecological 
System Services it provides.

It also fulfils a number of other 
ecological services.

Including:
 Carbon sequestration
 Recreation and aesthetics
 Predator-prey interactions
 Dispersal mechanisms 
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The Bigger 
Picture
“while our business is the production 
of timber, our objective is to do this in a 
sustainable, efficient and cost effective 
manner. To achieve this objective we 
need to ensure we protect areas of 
important conservation value within our 
plantations. Areas like the unplanted 
section of the Clairmont Plantation, 
which is species-rich thanks to the 
habitat diversity found there and fulfils 
a number of important ecosystem 
services”.

Even before pushing for proclaimed 
Nature Reserve status, Sappi actively 
manage the unplanted area of the 
Clairmont Plantation, initiating 
conservation and fire protection 
protocols.

By getting Clairmont Mountain 
proclaimed as a Nature Reserve in 2013, 
Sappi has ensured this important habitat 
and the species found here are protected 
for generations to come.

The Clairmont Plantation is a productive 
hard and soft wood plantation. So 
proclaiming a large swathe of it as a 
Nature Reserve, which is then subject to 
numerous land-use restrictions, seems 
counter-intuitive.

But Why Would Sappi Want Clairmont Mountain To 
Be A Proclaimed Nature Reserve?


